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Trinity Business School

'Ireland and the changing global foreign direct investment landscape', Administration, 67, 3 (2019), 93-110 [F. Barry]
'Protection versus free trade in the free state era: the finance attitude', Irish Economic and Social History, 46, 1 (2019), 3-21 [F. Barry, A. Devlin]
'Pitfalls in the use of foreign direct investment statistics', World Economy, 42 (2019), 2835–2853 [F. Barry, C. O'Mahony]
'Export structure, FDI and the rapidity of Ireland’s recovery from crisis', Economic and Social Review, 50, 4 (2019), 707-724 [F. Barry, A. Bergin]

'Should we invest more in multinational companies (MNCs) when domestic markets decline?', Journal of Investment Strategies, 8, 3 (2020), 1-22 [M. O'Hagan-Luff, J. Berrill, B. Lucey]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


'Investigating Chinese law firms' internationalization strategy: how Dacheng became the world's largest law firm in seven years', 22nd annual Irish academy of management conference, eds V. Byers, Dublin, IAM (2019), 39 [X. Zhang, N. Fu, L. Brennan]


Campbell, Norah, 'Immaterialism, objects and social theory', Theory, Culture and Society, 36, 3 (2019), 121-137 [N. Campbell, S. Dunne, P.E. Ennis]


Doing action research in your own organization, 5th, London, SAGE (2019), 218 [D. Coghlan]


'Deciphering crowdfunding', The fintech ecosystem and technology innovation', eds P. Rosati, J.G. Mooney, T. Lynn, M. Cummins, Palgrave Macmillan (2018), 1-10 [F. Di Pietro]


Evers, Natasha, 'Local horizontal network membership for accelerated global market reach', International Marketing Review, 36, 1 (2019), 6-30 [P. Ryan, N. Evers, A. Smith, S. Andersson]


'Chinese and Irish professional service firms compared: linking HPWS, organizational coordination, and firm performance', Journal of Business Research, 95 (2019), 266-276 [N. Fu, J. Bosak, P.C. Flood, Q. Ma]


Huang, Yufei, 'Combining guaranteed and spot markets in display advertising: selling guaranteed page views with stochastic demand', European Journal of Operational Research, 280, 3 (2020), 1144-1159 [B. Chen, J. Huang, Y. Huang, S. Kollias, S. Yue]
Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

'Team familiarity in cardiac surgery operations: the effects of hierarchy and failure on team productivity', Human Relations (2019), 1-30 [E. Avgerinos, I. Fragkos, Y. Huang]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


'Globalisation, the mobility of skilled workers, and economic growth: constructing a novel brain drain/gain index for European countries', Journal of the Knowledge Economy, 10, 4 (2019), 1620-1642 [Q.A. Zhang, B.M. Lucey]


McDonagh, Joseph, 'Strategic alignment: towards a holistic perspective embracing complexity - advancing the research agenda', 24th UK academy of information systems international conference, St Catherine's College, University of Oxford, England (2019), 1-26 [S. Sinz, J. McDonagh]


'A phased model of information systems strategic alignment in public sector organisations', Connacht-Ulster Alliance (CUA) research symposium, Sligo Park Hotel, Sligo, Ireland (2020), 1-18 [A. Burke, J. McDonagh]


Pak, Jongwook, 'A holistic approach to individual-level innovation implementation', Innovation (formerly Innovation: Management, Policy and Practice), 21, 4 (2019), 552-571 [J. Pak, L.Z. Li, G.H. Chung]

'Effects of intra-team acceptance on first-line manager's cognitive appraisal and implementation of espoused HR practices', European Academy of Management (2020), 1-1 [J. Pak, X. Kou, H. Kurdi-Nakra, S.Y. Son]


'Operationalising sustainability within smart cities: towards an online sustainability indicator tool', Developing eco-cities through policy, planning, and innovation: can it really work?, eds IGI Global (2019), 234-256 [C.M. Dowling, S.D. Walsh, S.M. Purcell, W.M. Hynes, M.L. Rhodes]

Ryan, Paul, 'Home country knowledge sharing and congenital learning rapid internationalisation for a BG community of practice', Academy of international business UKI annual conference, Brighton, UK (2019), 222-245 [P. Ryan, N. Evers, A. Smith]
Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


School of Creative Arts

**DRAMA**


Kennedy, Dennis, 'The open-stage movement', *Routledge companion to scenography*, eds A. Aronson, Abingdon, Routledge (2018), 243-248 [D. Kennedy]


Thomas, Miranda, 'And so everyone according to his cue': practice-led teaching and cue scripts in the classroom', *How and why we teach Shakespeare*, eds S.R. Homan, Routledge (2019), 128-137 [M.F. Thomas]


**FILM**


'The end of time: bullet in the brain', *Short Film Studies*, 10, 2 (2020), 207-210 [R. Barton]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

**MacGregor, Justin**, 'The tears that fall not', *Scene + heard festival 2020*, Smock Alley Theatre, Dublin, Scene + Heard Festival 2020 (2020), [J. MacGregor]


'The art of keeping time', *Short Film Studies*, 10, 2 (2020), 203-206 [P. Quigley]

**MUSIC**

**Bell, Eamonn**, 'Heuristic and supervised approaches to handwritten annotation extraction for musical score images', *International Journal on Digital Libraries*, 20, 1 (2019), 49-59 [E. Bell, L. Pugin]

'Hacking Jeff Minter's virtual light machine: unpacking the code and community behind an early software-based music visualizer', *Volume!: La revue des musiques populaires*, 16:1, 2 (2019), 37-59 [E. Bell]


'Structural cohesion', Bruges, Belgium, Concertgebouw Brugge (2019), [N. Brown]

'On the division of a string', Ghent, Belgium (2019), [N. Brown]


**Flanagan, Orla**, 'Requiem: Fauré and Duruflé', Christ Church Cathedral (2019), [O. Flanagan]

School of Education


'Exploring the evolution of educational technology policy in Ireland: from catching-up to pedagogical maturity', Educational Policy (2019), 1-25 [O. McGarr, K. Johnston]


Kubiak, John, 'The only learning I'm going to get': students with intellectual disabilities learning a second language through performative pedagogy', Scenario, 13, 1 (2019), 21-41 [E. Piazzoli, J. Kubiak]


Loxley, Andrew, 'Restructuring of the Irish Institutes of Technology sector - new knowledge or mission drift?', Trinity College Dublin Postgraduate Review 2018, XVII (2018), 148-166 [T. Zubrzycki]


'A case for developing normative bereavement support through the SPHE curriculum in Irish primary and post-primary schools', Voices of educators in 21st century Ireland, eds T. Whitaker, A.M. Lynam, K. Buckley, D. Cassidy, Dublin, Ireland, Hibernia College Dublin (2018), 123-139 [A.M. Lynam, C. Mc Guckin]

Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


_BeSAD (Bereavement, Separation, and Divorce): the response of pre-service teachers to pupil well-being_, Standing Conference on Teacher Education North and South (SCoTENS), First, Armagh, Northern Ireland, The Centre for Cross Border Studies (2018), 79 [A.M. Lynam, B. McConnell, C. Mc Guckin]

过渡对有特殊教育需求的学生成绩的影响：包容性实践和政策的含义


'BeSAD...“it was truly an awful experience”: an exploration of pre-service teachers’ experiences and training needs to support pupils experiencing issues of bereavement, separation and divorce', _Pastoral Care in Education_ (2019), 12 [A. Lynam, B. McConnell, C. Mc Guckin]

'Tomorrow's disability officer - a cornerstone on the universal design campus', _Journal of Inclusive Practice in Further and Higher Education (JIPFHE)_ , 11, 1 (2019), 14 [M. Quirke, P. McCarthy, D. Treanor, C. Mc Guckin]

'Murphy, Colette', 'Learning to reflect: teachers mastery and development of mediational means and psychological tools of reflective practice', _The Journal of Cognitive Education and Psychology_, 17, 3 (2019), 278-300 [E. Lampert-Shepel, C. Murphy]

'Vygotskian perspectives on play and learning, home-school family pedagogy', _Encyclopedia of Educational Innovation_ , eds M. Peters, R. Heraud, Singapore, Springer Singapore (2019), [C. Murphy]


'Analyzing the degree of consensus in current academic literature on critical pedagogy', _Scenario_, XIII, 2 (2019), 70-91 [C. Villanueva, C. O'Sullivan]
Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

"Using drama in education to support students with special educational needs in a changing world", Facing the gap conference, Beijing, China, Drama Rainbow (2019), 1-34 [C. O'Sullivan]

Piazzoli, Erika, "It comes from you": agency in adult migrants' language learning through process drama', Language learning in higher education, special issue: language learning for and with refugees in higher education, 9, 1 (2019), 7-32 [F. Dalziel; E. Piazzoli]

"The only learning I'm going to get": students with intellectual disabilities learning a second language through performative pedagogy', Scenario: Journal for Performatve Teaching, Learning, Research, 13, 1 (2019), 21-41 [E. Piazzoli; J. Kubiak]

Roche, Joseph, 'Bright club: establishing a science comedy variety night in Ireland', Science Communication, 42, 1 (2019), 130-140 [J. Roche, J.A. Fairfield, Á. Gallagher, L. Bell]


'Conducting the pilot study: a neglected part of the research process? Methodological findings supporting the importance of piloting in qualitative research studies', International Journal of Qualitative Methods (2019), 15 [M. Shevlin]


Walsh, John, 'Restructuring of the Irish Institutes of Technology sector - new knowledge or mission drift?', Trinity College Dublin Postgraduate Review 2018, XVII (2018), 148-166 [T. Zubrzycki]

School of English


'Quantifying the consistency of 'standard' old English spelling', Transactions of the Philological Society, 118, 1 (2020), 192-205 [M. Faulkner]


Killeen, Jarlath, 'Going down the drain: Sweeney Todd, sewerage, and London sanitation in the 1840s', Lublin Studies in Modern Languages and Literature, 43, 2 (2019), 3-18 [J. Killeen]


O'Connell, Brendan, 'Chaucer's 'beast group' and 'Mother Hubberds tale'', Rereading Chaucer and Spenser: Dan Geffrey with the new poete, eds R. Stenner, T. Badcoe, G. Griffith, Manchester, Manchester University Press (2019), 189-211 [B. O'Connell]


Patten, Eve, 'From Enniskillen to Nairobi: the Coles in British East Africa', Ireland's Imperial Connections, 1775-1947, eds D. Roberts, J. Wright, Switzerland, Palgrave Macmillan (2019), 37-56 [E. Patten]


Ross, Ian, 'Maria Edgeworth and the culture of improvement', "Still blundering into sense". Maria Edgeworth, her context, her legacy, eds F. Fantaccini, R. Leproni eds, Firenze, Firenze University Press (2019), 29-46 [I. Campbell Ross]
Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


"Alas, Poor YORICK!": The death and life of Laurence Sterne', _Public domain review selected essays: Volume VI_, eds A. Green, Manchester, PDR Press (2019), 90-100 [I. Campbell Ross]


'Finnegans Wake, however basically translated', _Translation Studies_, 12, 1 (2019), 78-88 [S. Slote]


'Ulysses may be a legal fiction', _Joyce's 'Ulysses': Philosophical Perspectives_, eds P. Kitcher, New York, Oxford University Press (2020), 132-157 [S. Slote]

All the way from Gibraltar', _James Joyce Quarterly_, 57, 1-2 (2020), 115-126 [S. Slote]


School of Histories and Humanities

CLASSICS


Cuypers, Martine, 'Amphitheos(?) of Herakleia (431), Timogenes of Miletos (435), Polynogostos (473), Dionysios of Olbia (804), Glaukos (806) and Demetrios of Odessos (808)', _Brill's new jacyb, second edition_, eds I. Worthington a.o., Leiden, E.J. Brill (2019), 1-20 [M. Cuypers]


HISTORY


'Calendar of transcribed material from the council office books at Dublin Castle held in the Prendergast papers, King's Inns Library, Dublin', *Archivium Hibernicum*, 72 (2019), 50-283 [M. Ó Siochrú, D. Brown, B. Coleman]


Dickson, David, 'What happened to modern Irish urban history?', Urban History, 46, 1 (2019), 10-20 [D. Dickson]


Holm, Poul, 'Archaeology for the humanities?', Current Swedish Archaeology, 26 (2018), 29-32 [P. Holm]


'FoodSmart city Dublin: a framework for sustainable seafood', Food Ethics, 5, 7 (2020), 1-13 [C. Scherer, P. Holm]

'Cartographical perspectives on the evolution of fisheries in Newfoundland's Grand Banks area and adjacent North Atlantic waters in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries', Terrae incognitae, 51, 3 (2019), 190-218 [K.J. Rankin, P. Holm]

'Effective strategies that enhance the social impact of social sciences and humanities research', Evidence and Policy (2020), 1-16 [S. Molina Roldan, E. Duque, E. Oliver, E. Aiello, C. Donovan, S. Fabrizio, P. Holm, E. Reale, R. Flecha]


Kostick, Conor, Making the medieval relevant, 1, Berlin, De Gruyter (2019), 1-270 [C. Jones, C. Kostick, K. Oschema]

'Why should we care about the middle ages? Putting the case for the relevance of studying medieval Europe', Making the medieval relevant, eds C. Jones, C. Kostick, K. Oschema, Berlin, De Gruyter (2019), 1-30


Laragy, Georgina, Urban spaces in nineteenth century Ireland, First, Liverpool, Liverpool University Press (2018), 1-224 [G. Laragy, O. Purdue, J.J. Wright]
Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


Murdock, Graeme, Cultures of Calvinism in early modern Europe, eds G. Murdock, C. Gribben, New York, Oxford University Press (2019), 254


O Siokru, Micheal, ‘Calendar of transcribed material from the council office books at Dublin Castle held in the Prendergast papers, King’s Inns Library, Dublin’, Archivium Hibernicum, 72 (2019), 50-283 [M. Ó Siochrú, D. Brown, B. Coleman]


'FoodSmart city Dublin: a framework for sustainable seafood', Food Ethics, 5, 7 (2020), 1-13 [C. Scherer, P. Holm]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


'A brother Orangeman the world over: migration and the geography of the orange order in the United States', *Historical geography, GIScience and text: mapping landscapes of time and place*, eds C. Travis, F. Ludlow, F. Gyuris, Springer Nature Switzerland AG (2020), http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-37569-0_8 [C. Well, C. Travis]


'Preface, the STEAM revolution', *The STEAM revolution: transdisciplinary approaches to science, technology, engineering, arts, humanities and mathematics*, eds C. Travis, A. de la Garza, Springer Nature Switzerland AG (2019), 10 [C. Travis, A. de la Garza]


'The final countdown and the reform of the liturgical calendar in the early Middle Ages', *Apocalypse and reform from late antiquity to the middle ages*, eds M. Gabriel, J.T. Palmer, (2019), 51-75 [I. Warntjes]


**Cherry, Peter**, 'Murillo's oil sketches revisited', *Actas del Congreso Internacional, Murillo ante su IV Centenario. Perspectivas historiográficas y culturales*, eds B. Navarrete Prieto, Seville, ICAS, Sevilla (2019), 221-240 [P. Cherry]

'A note on the singularity of Valdés Leal', *Laboratorio de Arte*, 31 (2019), 319-334 [P. Cherry]


**Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences**

**CENTRE FOR GENDER AND WOMEN'S STUDIES**

**Lawless, Catherine**, 'Make of your home a temple', *Religions*, 11 (2020), 1-21 [C. Lawless]

**School of Languages, Literatures and Cultural Studies**


'Grass's Die Blechtrommel and Rabelais' Gargantua and Pantagruel: translating the Picaresque into a German context after 1945', *Oxford German Studies* (2019), 311-327 [P. Arnds]


'Acedemic publishing: new opportunities for the culture of supply and the nature of demand', *Digital technology and the practices of humanities research*, eds J. Edmond, Cambridge, Open Book (2020), 49-80 [J. Edmond, L. Romary]

'Springing the floor for a different kind of dance: building a 21st century research infrastructure for the arts and humanities', *Digital technology and the practices of humanities research*, eds J. Edmond, Cambridge, Open Book (2020), 207-234 [J. Edmond, F. Fischer, L. Romary, T. Tasovac]


**FRENCH**


**Pittion, Jean**, 'If things of sight such heavens be/what heavens are those we cannot see': Andrew Marvell in Saumur in the 1650s', *Marvell Studies*, 3, 1 (2018), doi.org/10.16995/ms.18 [J.P. Pittion]
Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


GERMANIC STUDIES


'The Lutheran rectory in German literature and culture', Called to freedom - reformation 1517-2017 in an Irish context, eds G. Thiessen, Dublin, Wordwell (2019), 240-257 [J. Barkhoff]


Verzahnte heimsuchungen; eine kurze literatur- und kulturgeschichte des vampirs, 1st, Bremen, edition lumière (2019), 66 [C. Ruthner]


'Grenzwertig im dazwischen: liminalität als denkraum', Ars and Humanitas, 13, 2 (2019), 26-39 [C. Ruthner]


'Serbien als übertragungsneurose: handke, waldheim und die österreichische "unfähigkeit zu trauern"', Zwischenwelt, 37, 1 (2020), 24-27 [C. Ruthner]

Research student

**Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences**

**HISPANIC STUDIES**

**Brewer, Brian**, 'Put your money where your mouth is: early modern economics, humor, and point of view in *Lazarillo de Tormes*', *Revista Canadiense de Estudios Hispánicos*, 42, 3 (2018), 473-497 [B. Brewer]


'Sancho Panza, arbitrista', *eHumanista/Cervantes*, 7 (2019), 42-60 [B. Brewer]


**IRISH AND CELTIC LANGUAGES**

**De Paor, Pádraig**, "Aspects of Seán Ó Riordáin's idiom", *Redefining the fringes in celtic studies: essays in literature and culture, 2nd Lublin celtic colloquium: centres and peripheries*, September 2017, Lublin, Poland, eds A. Bednarski, R. Looby, Peter Lang, 2019, 133-144

"Ag imeacht le sruth an tsaol": súil eile ar ghnéithe den litríocht taistil', *ComharTaighde*, 4 (2018), 2-12 [P. de Paor]


**ITALIAN**

**Brook, Clodagh**, *Screening religions in Italy: contemporary Italian cinema and television in the public sphere*, Toronto, University of Toronto Press (2019), 240 [C. Brook]


**NEAR AND MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES**

**Brand, Aaron Tylor**, 'Some eat to remember, some to forget: starving, eating, and coping in the Syrian famine of World War I', *Insatiable appetite: food as cultural signifier in the Middle East and beyond*, eds K. Dmitriev, J. Hauser, B. Orfali, Leiden, Brill (2019), 319-339 [T. Brand]
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Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

RUSSIAN AND SLAVONIC LANGUAGES


Murray, John, 'Beach 1', Summer exhibition (group), Courthouse Gallery and Studios, Ennistymon, Co. Clare (2019), [J. Murray]

'tColour (arts magazine feature)', murze.org (2019), [J. Murray]

Tsiskarashvili, Dmitri, 'A business Russian textbook for advanced learners: criteria for the selection of materials', *International conference on Russian studies*, University of Barcelona (2018), 1011-1014 [D. Tsiskarashvili]

School of Law


Aizpurua, Eva, 'La situación de las prisiones y los centros de menores en España: Analizando las observaciones del CPT', *Boletín Criminológico*, 1, 182 (2019), 1-11 [E. Aizpurúa, M. Rogan]


'Persisten las actitudes sexistas en los estudiantes universitarios? Un análisis de su prevalencia, predictores y diferencias de género', *edUCACION xxi* (2019), 275-296 [C. León, E. Aizpurua]


Bell, Mark, 'Pitfalls and progress: reasonable accommodation for workers with disabilities in Ireland', *Dublin University Law Journal*, 41, 1 (2018), 77-100 [M. Bell]


Calendar 2020-21
Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

'Secondary costs of corporate plaintiffs - recent developments', Irish Law Times, 37, 2 (2019), 98-103 [H. Biehler]

'Biehler, Hilary, 'The criteria for appeals to the supreme court', Irish Law Times, 37, 1 (2019), 7-13 [H. Biehler]

'Biehler, Hilary, 'The rationale for the duty to provide reasons for administrative decisions', Irish Jurist, 61 (2019), 148-158 [H. Biehler]


'Biehler, Hilary, 'Equity and the law of trusts in Ireland', 7th, Dublin, Thomson Reuters (2020), 1-1080 [H. Biehler]

'Brazil, Patricia, Irish Supreme Court Review, 1, Dublin, Clarus Press (2019), 1-241 [Brazil, Patricia]


'Doyle, Oran, 'Populist constitutionalism and constituent power', German Law Journal, 20, 2 (2019), 161-180 [O. Doyle]


'Doyle, Oran, 'Participatory democracy in Ireland: citizens' assemblies', Studi Senesi, 131 (2019), 485-496 [O. Doyle]

'Heffernan, Elizabeth, 'The transition to the undergraduate study of law: a short case study', Irish Law Times, 37, 8 (2019), 116-120 [L. Heffernan]

'Kenny, David, 'Criminal assets bureau v Murphy - just the exclusionary rule in a civil context, or a new approach to unconstitutionality in the criminal process?', Irish Supreme Court Review, 1, 1 (2019), 187-204 [D. Kenny]

'Kenny, David, 'The failed referendum to abolish the Ireland's Senate: rejecting unicameralism in a small and relatively homogenous country', Constitutional reform of national legislatures bicameralism under pressure, eds R. Albert, A. Baraggia, C. Fasone, Edward Elgar (2019), 163-182 [D. Kenny]


Mazziotti, Giuseppe, 'Remedies, enforcement and territoriality', *Columbia Journal for Law and the Arts*, vol. 41, 3 (2018), 533-538 [G. Mazziotti]


'Music improvisation and copyright', *Non-conventional*, eds E. Bonadio, N. Lucchi, Edward Elgar (2018), 174-200 [G. Mazziotti]

'Allowing online content to cross borders: is Europe really paving the way for a digital single market?', *Online content distribution in the E.U.*, eds T. Pilhajarinne, J. Vesala, O. Honkkila, Edward Elgar (2019), 188-203 [G. Mazziotti]


Porcedda, Maria, 'On boundaries - finding the essence of the right to the protection of personal data', *Data protection and privacy. The internet of bodies*, eds R. Leenes, R. van Brakel, S. Gutwirth, P. De Hert, Hart Publishing (2018), 277-312 [M. Grazia Porcedda]


'Data science, data crime and the law', *Research handbook in data science and law*, eds V. Mak, E. Tjong Tjin Tai, A. Berlee, Edward Elgar (2018), 214-244 [M. Grazia Porcedda, D. S. Wall]

Prendergast, David, 'The judicial role in protecting democracy from populism', *German Law Journal*, 20, 2 (2019), 245-262 [D. Prendergast]

'Recklessness without the risk', *Criminal Law and Philosophy*, 14 (2020), 31-50 [D. Prendergast]

Rogan, Mary, 'La situación de las prisiones y los centros de menores en España: analizando las observaciones del CPT', *Boletín Criminológico*, 1, 182 (2019), 1-11 [E. Aizpurúa, M. Rogan]

'Minimising prisonisation and the harms of custody', *Overuse in the criminal justice system: on criminalization, prosecution and imprisonment*, eds P. Van Kempen, M. Jendly, Cambridge, Intersentia Ltd. (2019), 213-228 [M. Rogan]


'Prison inspection and monitoring: the need to reform European law and policy', *European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research* (2019), 1-21 [M. Rogan]

Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

"Changing Ireland, changing law": access to justice and understanding the lived experience', Case studies in legal research methodologies: reflections on theory and practice, eds L. Cahillane, J. Schweppe, Dublin, Clarus Press Ltd. (2019), 81-99 [M. Rogan, I. Bacik]


'Vicarious liability for independent contractors: orthodox principles "on the move"?’, Irish Employment Law Journal, 16, 1 (2019), 4-9 [D. Ryan]


'Research student


'School of Linguistic, Speech and Communication Sciences

CLINICAL SPEECH AND LANGUAGE STUDIES

Gilheaney, Orla, 'Oropharyngeal dysphagia evaluation tools in adults with solid malignancies outside the head and neck and upper GI tract: a systematic review', Dysphagia, 33, 3 (2018), 303-320 [C. Kenny, O. Gilheaney, D. Walsh, J. Regan]


Jagoe, Caroline, 'Experiences of dyslexia and the transition to university: a case study of five students at different stages of study', Higher Education Research and Development, 38, 5 (2019), 1031-1045 [C. O'Byrne, C. Jagoe, M. Lawler]
Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


*Quigley, Duana*, 'Core indicators of quality in practice education placement', *JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports*, 17 (2019), 1-11 [C. Hill, D. Quigley, A. Bennett, F. Haughey, S. McMahon]

'Voices of student SLTs' (2020), [D. Quigley, L. Loftus, A. McGuire, K. O'Grady]


Calendar 2020-21 X25
Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences


'Innovations for supporting communication: opportunities and challenges for people with complex communication needs', Folia Phoniatria Logopedia, 71, 1 (2019), 156-167 [M. Smith]


Walshe, Margaret, 'Swallowing and ageing', Speech, Language and Hearing, 22, 1 (2019), 2-8 [M. Walshe]


CENTRE FOR LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION STUDIES


'Matrix complementizers in Italo-Romance', Italian Dialectology at the Interface, eds S. Cruschina, A. Ledgeway E. Remberger, Amsterdam, John Benjamins (2018), 155-183 [V. Colasanti, G. Silvestri]

'On factivity: speculations on the split-CP in upper-southern Italian dialects', Generative grammar @ Geneva, 1st SynCart Workshop, eds G. Samo, K. Martini, G. Bocci (2018), 70-86 [V. Colasanti]


De Angelis, Gessica, 'The bilingual advantage and the language background bias', Theory and Practice of Second Language Acquisition, 5, 2 (2019), 11-23 [G. De Angelis]

Gobl, Christrer, 'Comparison of time and frequency domain measures of the voice source', ICPhS 2019: the 19th International Congress of Phonetic Sciences, Melbourne, Australia (2019), 3290-3294 [C. Gobl, I. Yanushevskaya, A. Murphy, A. Ní Chasaide]

'Leveraging phonetic and speech research for Irish language revitalisation and maintenance', ICPhS 2019: the 19th International congress of phonetic sciences, Melbourne, Australia (2019), 994-998 [A. Ní Chasaide, N. Ní Chiaráin, H. Berthelsen, C. Wendler, A. Murphy, E. Barnes, C. Gobl]

'The role of voice quality in the perception of prominence in synthetic speech', INTERSPEECH 2019, Graz, Austria (2019), 2543-2547 [A. Murphy, I. Yanushevskaya, A. Ní Chasaide, C. Gobl]

'Time to frequency domain mapping of the voice source: the influence of open quotient and glottal skew on the low end of the source spectrum', INTERSPEECH 2019, Graz, Austria (2019), 1961-1965 [C. Gobl, A. Ní Chasaide]


'Sign languages', Changing contexts, evolving competences: 25 years of inspiring innovation in language education, eds D. Newby, F. Heyworth, M. Cavalli, Graz, Austria, Council of Europe and European Centre for Modern Languages (ECML) (2019), 100-107 [L. Leeson, B. van den Bogaerde]


Recent publications - Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

**Ni Chasaide, Ailbhe**, 'Comparison of time and frequency domain measures of the voice source', *ICPhS 2019: the 19th International congress of phonetic sciences*, Melbourne, Australia (2019), 3290-3294 [C. Gobl, I. Yanushevskaya, A. Murphy, A. Ni Chasaide]

'An scéalaí: autonomous learners harnessing speech and language technologies', *SLaTE 2019: 8th ISCA Workshop on speech and language technology in education*, Graz, Austria, ISCA (2019), 94-98 [N. Ni Chiarain, A. Ni Chasaide]

'The potential of text-to-speech synthesis in computer-assisted language learning: a minority language perspective', *Recent tools for computer-and mobile-assisted foreign language learning*, eds A. Andujar, Hershey, PA, IGI Global (2020), 149-169 [N. Ni Chiarain, A. Ni Chasaide]
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